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The tenth HOUSE , and the Judgments there 

unto appertaining. 

Of the Honours or Dignities of the Native. 

First, Honour, Preferment, Dignity and Estimation is principally required from the 

Luminaries, wherein the ¢ is most considerable; and from the Planets which within the 

mediety of their Orbes doe behold the Lights, especially the ¢. 

Secondly, from the Lord of the Mid-heaven. 

Thirdly, from the Planet or Planets constituted in the mid-heaven. 

Fourthly, fixed regall Starres of the  first or second magnitude, posited neer the cusps 

of the tenth or  first house.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXLIIII. 

Whether the Native shall have Dignity or Preferments, 

or None at all. 

These Significafcors if they be in their proper House, Exaltation, or in mutuall reception 

of essentiall Dignity, do bestow on the Native (who by birth may be capable thereof) 

Honours, Offices of publick trust, great Commands, exceeding favour, and good esteem 

amongst great Persons.  

 1. If posited in their Triplicities, Termes or Faces, they produce but a mediocrity or 

indifferency in all things which concerne Preferment. Peregrine, in their Detriments or Fals, 

without essentiall Reception, very small or no Dignities at all.  

 2. If they, viz. the Significators, are posited in angles, they give ample Preferment; in 

succedant, moderate Esteem, or little Honour or Dignity.  

In the eighth, or cadent houses, very little Honour or Reputation,  
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but doe rather argue a meane and obscure condition of life, or person of no quality, viz. 

that the Native shall attaine no Estimation in this world.  

3. The Significators within distance of 5 degrees forward or backward, joined with fixed 

Starres of Kingly signification and of the  first or second magnitude, and of those especially 

who are neer the Ecliptick, such a positure discernes admirable Preferment, great 

Honours, &c.  

In collecting the Testimonies of Honour, the Judicious allow for such a Â three 

testimonies.  

 
The fixed Starres are these. 

Oculus ’ in 4:30 “ Spica Virgo  in 18:30 — 

Hercules in 18:00 ” Lusida Lancis in 09:45 ˜ 

Cor Leonis in 24:30 • Cor Scorpii in 04:30 ™ 

 

4. The fortunate Planets existing in the tenth
 

house promise great Preferment and 

Dignity.  

5. The Malevolent Planet deny Preferments. 

Meane Planets shew a moderate state of life. 

The Lord of the  first in the tenth , or Lord of tenth in the  first, gives good Fame and 

Reputation, Honour or a man born capable thereof, Estimation if born of meane Parents.  

Many are Aphorismes which Antiguity hath delivered unto us concerning judgment 

appertaining to the tenth house, a few whereof I shall deliver, defining the Astrologer not to 

delude himselfe, by delivering a positive judgment upon a single Aphorisme, for a Beggar’s 

child may have a Nativity equall with a King’s but then they are not both the Sons of Kings; 

therefore at what time an extraordinary direction happens; whereby a King obtains 

extraordinary or very great honour upon the influence thereof; the young Beggar having 

the same very fortunate direction in his Nativity, hath no more fals to his share, then either 

to fall to fall to some course of life, not so sordid as to beg. A King hath some more then 

unusuall bountifull Almes from some good people. A King performes some honourable 

Exployt; a Beggar hath more then ordinary respect amongst  
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his fellow-beggers, for some neat piece of service he hath performed for the fellowship; so 

that herein the one hath Honour according to his capacity, and the other such same with 

his Comparisons, which pleases him as well as honour: And in truth I hold the state and 

condition of the poor vulgar Clown, farre above that of any King or Prince, being almost of 

the learned Buchanan's opinion, That few Kings goe to Heaven.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

Speciall Rules of the two Luminaries 

¢ and ¡ in the very degree of their Exaltation, free from the Infortunes, and arguments 

unto the Native of obtaining a Kingdome, if he be capable thereof.  

The Luminary of the time being ¢ in a diurnall Geniture, ¡ in a nocturnall, in Exaltation 

and in the mid-heaven, the Signe ascending being also Regall, and the Lord of the Signe 

that Light is in, placed in the ascendant or mid-heaven, designes Kings Preferment, if the 

Native be of Kingly Progeny: if he be not so borne, he shall have authority in kind, 

according to his Birth, like unto a King.  

When the Luminary of the time culminates with the degree of the mid-heaven, and is 

surrounded with the benevolent aspects of other Planets, the Native shall have great 

command in the Kingdome: but if that Light have no assistance from other Planets, or that 

other Planets are not constituted neer the cusp of the tenth, the Native will be in great 

favour with the King, or Chiefe without administration of the affaires of the Kingdome, or 

next unto the Principall about the King, with administration of publike affaires. The 

Luminaries in angles not environed of the Planets, the Native shall live in such a condition, 

as his Father or Ancestors did. If the Luminaries be cadent, and the Planets also, the 

Native will be wretched, and onely conversant all the dayes of his life amongst vulgar 

Persons, or in Townes and Villages. 

They who in their Nativities have neither of the Lights in an angle or in a masculine 

Signe, or have not the benevolent Planets with them, will be abject people and of no 

quality. 

When the Planet or Planets who have Dominion in the place of the ¢, ¡, Degree 

ascending shall be Orientall, and well fortified,  
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the Native shall raise himselfe to an high Condition. 

 
���������������������������������������� 

 

 
For Kingly Genitures, observe the succeding  

CONFIGURATIONS 

¢ in the heart of heaven, viz. in the degree culminating in a fiery Signe, and either with 

¤ in ™, or else ¦ being in •, and ¥ in ‘; or ¢ in • with ¤, ¦ in ™ and ¥ in ‘ in 

corresponding degrees. Secondly, if ¢ be with ¤ as aforesaid, and in place of ¦, if ¡ be 

in • or ™, for ¤ in Cazimi gives aboundant Riches. Thirdly, or ¢, ¦, ¥ so constituted in 

fiery Signes, and ¤ behold both ¦ and ¥ with a Å aspect from the same quarter of 

Heaven, principally if ¢ or ¦ be with any of the Regall fixed Starres. Fourthly, if the ¢ in ‘ 

or •, ¦ and ¥ in •, ‘ or ™, in the same degrees, but not in Â with ¢.  

Fiftly, ¢, ¥ and ¤ united in the same degree, and in the Dignities of ¤, viz. in ’ or — 

with the Pleiades, or with Spica –, these abovesaid constellations make a potent King, 

obeyed by many people, yet subject to many infirmities.  

 
 

���������������������������������������� 

 
 

Aphorismes concerning the ¢¢¢¢, which doe also promise 

a Kingdome or Soveraignty 

but not so great. 

 

1. ¢, ¦ and ¡ beholding each other with Ä partilly.  

2. ¢ in the mid-heaven in ™, ¦ in • or ‘ with ¤ or a regall fixed Starre very well fortified.  

3. ¢ in ”, ¡ in ˜, ¦ in ˜ or œ, they performe not so much as the other, yet give 

wonderfull Preferment. ¢ in the fiery Triplicity posited upon the cusp of the tenth house, in 

aspect with ¡, promiseth Dignity. The ¢ promises more Royalty, being in a fiery Signe, 

but ¡ in ’: ¦, ¤ and ¡ in Â, or in partill Ä; ¦ and ¤ in Â in any angle, but above all, in 

the mid-heaven or  first house; « and ¦, or « and ¡ in ‘, • or ™, œ or ”, in or neer one 

degree, and upon the cusp of the tenth house, imports great Dignity. 
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He who is Borne just at Noon that day the ¢ enters into ‘, shall prove a great 

person, without other testimonies.  

 

������������������������������������ 

 

 
Aphorismes concerning the ¡¡¡¡. 

¡ in a nocturnall Geniture in the ascendant, being in a Signe she delights in, and if she 

be then at full, she imports great encrease of Honour and Preferment, the Native will be 

exalted more then his Brethern, &c. 

¡ in the  first in Ã to ¢ in the seventh, in Å to ¦ in the fourth, gives Wealth and 

Authority by Magistracy and Embassages. 

¡ in the ascendant, ¢ in partill Â with ¤, gives Church-preferment. 

¡ in ’ upon the cusp of the ascendant, the ¢ being also in •, gives great Honours.  

If the ¡ be with Cor Leonis, ¦ in the tenth in Ä to ¥, and strong, the ¢ with «, it preferres 

the man, though he be the Sonne of a Clowne. 

¡ with ¦ in ”, and in mid-heaven or ascendant, imports, the Native shall have good 

fortune, grace or favour with his Prince, or some great man, and shall be much entrusted.  

They prove eminent men in whose Nativities the ¡ is illustrated with the aspects of 

many Planets, or else joyned to an eminent fixed Star.  

They who have an unfortunate Nativity, as to Riches and Honour, yet if they have the 

¡ with any fixed Starre of great magnitude, shall at one time or other be preferred to some 

Power unexpectedly, and againe be cast downe as suddenly.  

 

Of the Mid-heaven. 

¦ in the tenth house, in a diurnall Geniture, makes the Native employed in publike 

affaires (this have I proved true in many Genitures;) but if either § or ¥ be in Å or Ã of 

him, he at last loses all his Preferment againe.  

¢ in the tenth house, either in his owne Exaltation or house of ¦, makes Kings who 

shall inherit their Father's Throne: And so vary the rule to all sorts of men.  

If the Lord of the tenth apply to the Lord of the ascendant, and both be Orientall,  
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and in their Exaltations, the Native shall be a great man in the Kingdome, and beloved of 

his King, &c.  

¥ in the tenth house in a nocturnall Geniture, in a masculine Signe, in his owne or ¦ 

his house, makes dangerous persons, oft deceived; yet notwithstanding they become 

Governours, Lieutenants, Captaines, Governours of Provinces and Cities, men terrible in 

all places where they come.  

§ in the tenth, never suffers the Native to enjoy his Honours long, but calls him downe 

headlong, when it's least expected; and once dejected, the Native rises no more to 

Preferment. 

 
Of the Ascendant. 

¥ Lord of the ascendant, if he be on the cusp of the tenth, the Native will have power 

or dominion, will be cruell, and use it all.  

When the Lord of the ascendant shall be hold the ¢ by Ä or Æ, or shall be Orientall, 

and neerest to the ¢, or joyned to the Planets is Lord of the mid-heaven, the Native will be 

beloved of Kings or Persons of eminencie.  

If the Lord of the ascendant apply to a Planet in his Exaltation, and shall be in an 

angle, the Native by his owne vertue shall exalt himseife: but if he be in a succedant 

house, his Preferment shall be the lesse. 

The Lord of the ascendant in the Signe ascending, argurs, the Native shall arise to great 

Esteem or Honour by his owne vertue.  

 

Of the fixed Starres. 

Pleiades and Hyades culminating, or rising with the ¢ or ¡, makes Military Captains or 

Commanders, Emperours, Colonels of Horse.  

Fixed starres of the nature of £, ¥, ¡ and ¢, give glory and renowne unto the Native. 

Joviall and Veneriall fixed starres, or Mercuriall and Veneriall in the ascendant or heart of 

Heaven, with the ¢ or ¡, give both Honour and Wealth.  

Caput Medusae culminating with ¢ or ¦ or ¡, gives power of the Sword against 

others unto the Native.  

Oculus ’, and Cor ˜ with the ¢ or ¡, culminating or ascending, the Native opens the 

way to much Honours for himself by his violence and fiercenesse, but with much difficulty 

and many casualties: Gustavus King of Sweden verified this to the full: see his Nativity in 

Argoll.  

Spica – inclines to Ecclestasticall Preferment.  
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Saturnine fixed starres accompanying the ¢, involves the Native in many miseries, puts 

the Native hardly unto it.  

Fomalhaut and those starres arising with the 12 degree of “, give an immortall name; 

so said Cardan in commendations of himself.  

Fixed Starres give great gifts, and elevate even from Poverty to an extreame height of 

Fortune; the seven Planets doe not so. 

Regulus Arcturus, the right shoulder of Orion, or the left of the Waggoner, with the ¢, 

¦ or the ¡ in the tenth, give ample Fortune and great Honour.  

The fixed Starres in angles, give admirable Preferment; but if the Planets doe not 

together with that support it, usually it ends in calamity.  

The two Dog Starres, Sirius, Procyon, arising with the ¢, or culminating with him, gives 

Kingly Preferment.  

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 

 

CHAPTER CXLVI. 

What manner of Preferment, or its quality and cause. 

This judgment is taken from the Planet or Planets, partilly aspecting the Luminaries, 

but especially the Light who of the two is most essentially fortified in the Scheame of 

Heaven: In consideration hereof, it's remarkable what matters, what manner of persons 

they signifie, and from the propiety of the matters and persons, a discreet conjecture must 

be framed according to the plurality of testimonies.  

§ being that Planet who shall be found most strong and powerfull, and beholding the 

Lights, argues Preferment by reason of Inheritances, Possessions, Favour, &c. by meanes 

and procurements of Elderly men. Ancestors, Men sparing and frugall, Country men, 

plaine and nothing courtly.  

¦ and ¤ argues Honour for Vertues sake, the Native's Honesty, Gravity, Justice, and 

by persons signified by ¦ and ¤: of which you may be plentifully informed upon the 

judgments of the second house.  

¥ induces preferment by expedition to the Warres, leading and conducting Armies by 

Victories, valient Actions and Commendations of Martiall men, &c.  
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£ predicts Dignity and Advancement by Wit, Judgment, Oratory, Learning, by 

Merchants, Schollers, Lawyers, &c. 

After this, the house of Heaven is considerable, out of which the Planet or Planets doe 

behold the Lights, and herein that Planet is most observable who is best fortified; for if that 

Planet be in the  first house, the Native acquires Fame and Dignity by his owne industry: In 

the second, for the cause of his Riches, and so in the rest of the Houses: you must mix the 

signification of the Houses with the Planets that aspect either the one or both Luminaries, 

and from them draw judgment.  

If no Planet doth behold the Light with aspect, or be partilly joyned with either of them, 

consider then the Planets constituted in the tenth, amongst then the most powerfull, if 

many Planets be therein; according to the Matters and Persons comprehended by him, 

frame your judgment, and the cause of the Native's arising to Dignity.  

If no Planet shall possess the tenth, have recourse to the Lord of the tenth, and 

according to his propriety conjecture the causes of his future Dignity; herein also commix 

the signification of the house of Heaven wherein he is.  

There are some, and they not unlearned, that together with the Lord of the tenth, doe 

commix in judgment the Dispositor of that Luminary who is above the Earth, or if not above 

the Earth, then of that Light who beholds the Lord of the tenth or tenth house it selfe with 

the most partill aspect.  

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 
 

CHAPTER CXLVII. 

If the Dignity or Honour shall continue. 

Judgment herein is taken from the Planets who are in Â with the Lights, or partilly 

behold them, especially from the most powerfull. 

If these Planets be ¦ and ¤, and they strong, the Native shall perpetually encrease in 

Dignity, and it shall come and continue with ease and little labour.  

When the Fortunes are moderately afflicted, they intimate  
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the Native's rising to Preferment by little and little, or by degrees, and that it shall continue, 

yet with some obstruction: if they prove but weake, Estimation or Honour shall endure for a 

time, and shall then decrease, but not quite vanish, or be for ever destroyed.  

But where § or ¥ are in Â with the Lights, or are in partill aspect, and happily placed 

in the heaven, it's without doubt the Natives Dignity will continue, but many times be in 

danger, and oft receive interruption. 

If they be but meanly fortified or placed in the Heavens, the Natives Honour and Fame 

weares away by little and little, yet a glimpse thereof remaines.  

If they are very unlucky, the Honours they signifie shall soon vanish, and come to just 

nothing.  

When £ hath signification in this nature, and aspects the Luminaries, Honours 

encrease in the beginning speedily, and do also continue for a while, but in the end shall 

partake of great difficulty in preserving them, for £ is an unstable Planet.  

When he is moderately fortified, he threatens ruine; but yet the Native shall not fall 

totally, his Understanding shall preserve him.  

When he is unhappily posited, and nothing well dignified, the Natives Honours shall for 

a time encrease, but end with much unluckinesse.  

If no Planet behold the Lights, then assume the continuation of the Native's Dignity 

from the Planet or PLanets in the mid-heaven, his nature and fortitude considered, or 

whether he be in his essentiall Dignity or not, &c.  

If no Planet be in the tenth house, then judge from the Lord of the tenth, who shall 

destinguish of the duration of Honour; without doubt, if the Lord of the tenth be in a fixed 

Signe, and the Signe it selfe be fixed, and if either ¢ or ¡, ¦ or ¤ have a friendly aspect 

either to the cusp of the tenth, or to the Lord thereof, the Preferment designed unto the 

Native will continue. 

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 
 

Special APHORISMES . 

Fixed Starres in angles, especially the Hyades, Hercules, Cor ˜,  
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Lanx Australis; the Infortunes casting their Å or Ã unto them, whom such a positure raises 

from the Dunghill, they at last cast downe with a vengence.  

When the ¢ is in — or ›, with good and ill Planets, or is single, and onely with or neer 

some fixed starres, then when the ¢ comes to an ill Direction, and meets with an ill 

Revolution, the Native shall prodigiously be throwne from his former perpetuall Dignity: but 

if one of these things alone happens, then he shall onely be cast downe for the present, 

but shall againe rise.  

That King shall doe Justice equally amongst his people, when as his Nativity doth 

concurre with that of his people or Kingdome.  

The ¡ in mid-heaven in š, § or ¥ in the fourth house, the Native will be infamous.  

If ¡ be in ˜ and ¥ in ’, the Native will be infamous all dayes of his life, and be 

perpetually infortunate.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 

 

CHAPTER CXLVIII. 

Of the Magistry, Exercitation or Profession of the Native. 

ASTROLOGERS name the Magistry of the Native, a Study or Delight, an Art or Action 

wherein any one leads his Life, gets his Living, preserves his Estimation, and wherein he 

spends the principall part of his Life, whether it be publike, as of Kings or Princes, whereof 

some administer Justice; others Military Exercises; others Hunting; others delight in other 

actions; others in Philosophy and Theology; others in the Mathematicks.  

Or whether his Profession be private, either learned from another, or attained by his 

owne industry, or mechanicall, laborious, and for pleasure; for doubtlesse every man hath 

inclination more or lesse to some one Quality, Profession, &c. or other. 

 
Three things are wont to be considered in this 

Judgment. 

First, Whether the Native is to have any Magistery at all, viz. any Trade, Study or 

Profession; or whether he shall be without any.  
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Secondly, The kinds of Art or Study, what it may be.  

 Thirdly, What fortune he shall have therein, and whether he shall prove famous therein 

yea or no. 

  

The Significators are taken in this manner. 

If the Native shall have an Art You are to consider ¥, ¤ and £; £ shewes the 

Wisdome and parts of the mind; ¥ the Strength of body to endure; ¤ the Delight: If then 

any of these is posited in places of Heaven fit to designe Magistery, that is, in the tenth,  

first or seventh, in their owne Dignities, not Combust, or under the ¢ beames, that Planet 

so posited, or those Planets, shall have signification of the Art, Profession or Magistery the 

Native is inclinable unto.  

If no one of those Planets is so posited, consider if any of the three be Lord of the 

Signe of mid-heaven, and placed in his essentiall Dignity; for if he be Peregrine or in his 

Fall, he is not capable to undergoe this signification.  

If this consideration take not place, see if any of these three Planets behold the ¡ 

partilly, if two or all three doe behold her, preferre the strongest, and him that hath the best 

aspect, and that aspect which is most partill, and the sinister before the dexter.  

If none of the three before named Planets behold the ¡, see which of them aspects 

the ¡, within the mediety of her Orbs and with a powerfull aspect, that Planet shall you 

take to signifie the Child's Magistery, so that he be not afflicted of the malignant Planets, 

either by corporall Â or Å or Ã, for if he be so, you must not accept him.  

If none of these considerations will hold, take him of the three Planets who according 

to the first mover anteceds the ¢, and give unto him dominion of the Profession.  

You must observe, if none of these three Planets shall signifie the quality of the 

Native's Profession, according to the  first or second rule, but according to the third, fourth, 

or fifth; such usually handle some ignoble Profession, and manage it negligently, or else 

lead their life without any Magistery or Art at all.  

I have ever gathered much knowledge concerning the Trade of  
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any that came unto me, from the Signe of the tenth, from the Signe and house wherein the 

Lord of the tenth was placed.  

Ptolomey his judgment was, that the Lord of ones Profession was to be taken two 

wayes; from the ¢, and from the Signe of the mid-heaven, and adviseth to consider that 

Planet who riseth next before the ¢ in the Morning, and the Lord of mid-heaven, or Planet 

therein, if he behold the ¡; and if it chance that one Planet doth not only rise next before 

the ¢, but shall also be Lord of the tenth, so posited in the tenth, this Planet shall be 

Master or Significator of the Actions and Arts of the Native: if one Planet performe not both 

these works, take him that doth the one.  

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 
 

CHAPTER CXLIX. 

Severall experimented Aphorismes concerning the Native's Magistery, 

Trade or Profession.  

In the first place, if the Significator of Art or Magistery stand single, he gives the quality 

of Profession according to his owne nature, either Veneriall, Mercurian or Martiall: but if he 

be joined strongly with another Significator of Arts, there's a mixture of natures intended; 

so that if £ be Lord of the Profession, in a strong and forcible good aspect of ¥, £ 

relinquisheth his claime to the Art, and the Native followes wholly what manner of Trade ¥ 

in the Signe and house he is in signifies; doe you judge so in the rest: The rest of the 

Planets, Signes and Houses, doe augment or diminish the significations; ¦ he assists, § 

doth mischief e. ¢ gives power with the Magistery, and the ¡ gives credit with the 

Common people: ¦ loves Religion, Simplicity, Oratory, § delights in Slothfulnesse, 

Covetousnesse, Heavinesse, long Consultations, Sorrowfulnesse, Misery, Want and 

penury; where § doth strongly incline to the disposition of the Art. it's a miracle if the 

Native prove not a Husbandman, a Saylor, a Porter or carrier of Burthens, a Shepheard, 

Sexton of a Church, &c. but that we may more fully discover the quality of Profession, 

observe the succeding Aphorismes.  
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Of  MERCURY when he is Lord of the Profession. 

£ signifieth the Spirit, or Fancy of the Braine, and what proceeds from thence; 

therefore he gives that Trade or Profession which is performed by the industry and working 

of the Braine or Mind, then by the strength of the Body; such like things are Letters, 

Numbers, Writing, Learning, Eloquence, Arithmatick, Astrology, Philosophicall 

Speculations, Merchandize, Poetry, the framing of artificial Engins or things, &c. He 

therefore maks Gramarians, chief Secretaries, Arithmaticians, Geometritians, 

Phylosophers, Poets, men full of employment, given to Merchandizing and Traffique, men 

given to Discipline; yet notwithstanding if £ be not in any good aspect of ¦, the Native 

profits nothing, or gets any fortune by his Endeavours.  

 
££££ his Signification when joyned with others. 

£ either joyned by body or aspect unto § (although Æ or Ä is best, the Å or Ã of § to 

£, usually impediting the Speech or Tongue) he makes such men performe serville Offices 

in other mens employments, or such as lead their miserable Life in or about Churches, by 

supplicating for Almes or agitating the affaires of the Church, &c. but if £ have the same 

aspect from or unto ¥, he makes Husbandmen, Saylors, Shepherds, or Cow keepers, 

Curriers, Butchers, Taylors, Stone-cutters or Carvers, Interpreters of Dreames, Sorcerers, 

superstitious, peevish men of hidden faculties.  

£ in Â or aspect with ¦, makes excellent Orators, of great justice in judging Causes, 

circumspect and just in rendring the Law, equally moderate in refraining from any thing; it 

makes the Native Friends of great Persons, Divines, Lawyers, Rhetoricians, Judges, an 

Exchanger or Banker of Moneys.  

£ bodily joyned with the ¢, so he be not Retrograde or Combust, but in the Heart of 

the ¢, or Cazimi, or in any of his Dignities, he puts the Native in the way to be acquainted 

and to have conversation with Magistrates, men of great Fortunes, he makes Scribes, 

Receivers or Treasurers of Moneys, Overseers, or employed as Officers in taking publike 

Accompts for the King or Common wealth, Councellours, chiefe Justices,  
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doing all their actions nobly: if ¥ have any testimony with ¢ and £, he inclines to 

Chimistry, to clip or coyne Money, especially if § have the least aspect with the former 

Significators.  

£ with the ¡, or in any good aspect of her, encreaseth his Understanding, and inclines 

the Native to be desirious of knowing futurities, or things to come, very prepense to 

Divination, especially if the ¡ apply to £ in ’, š or ”; if the application be on – or ˜, he 

makes Astrologians, &c.  

In ‘, •, —, men divining of things to come, freely of their owne accord, without any 

Art.  

In ™ or œ, he makes men given to Magick, either in hope of dissemblingly: £ with ¤, 

either conjunct, or by radiation of Æ aspect (for she have no other to £) inclines to 

Eloquence, and great variety of Manners.  

 
Of  VENUS when she alone designes the Profession. 

She signifieth of her selfe Pleasure, Delight, Tendernesse, Delicacy, Feastings, 

Guests, and all such things as tickle the senses with Pleasure.  

She is a great enemy to Learning and Discipline, nor is she overcome but by §, men 

therefore wholly given to their Book are of harsh Manners.  

When she alone designes the Magistery, she makes Apothecaries, Drugsters, 

Grocers, Perfumers, Vintners, Victuallers, Painters, Jewellers, Tire-makers, Wardrobe-

keepers, Musitians, &c.  

 
¤¤¤¤ mixed with others. 

¤ commixed with §, makes Merchants, or such as Trade in things or Commodities 

tending to Pleasure; but if either of them be ill affected, they make Scoffers, Jesters, 

cunning sly Knaves, Alehouse-keepers, Magicians in shew, but not in very deed; poor, 

simple Painters, or of what Art soever, such as we call a piece of a Workman, or a 

pretender to such or such a Trade. ¤ mixed in signification with ¦, makes Divines, 

Physitians, Mercers, Linnen-Drapers, Silk-men, Seamsters, Haberdashers of small Wares 

and casteth great Preferment to come by  
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Women or Religion. ¤ Combust of the ¢ doth not signifie an Art, but in the heart of the ¢, 

she gives great store of Wealth; yet if she be in any of the Dignities of the ¢, she makes 

the Artist more excellent, and shewes his Fame and Estimation to be more great, and his 

profit more certaine.  

 
Of  MARS when he alone is Significator of Profession. 

¥ signifies such laborious and hard Professions which require both the strength and 

endeavour of the whole body, he therefore principally governeth Mannuall Occupations, 

which are toylsome, and exercised of themselves by fire; if the ¢ be in aspect with him, yet 

the Profession is performed by fire: In a nocturnall Geniturem he rather imports Warfare, 

Honour and glory obtained by Warres: Being well constituted he makes Souldiers, 

Horsemen, Captains, Commanders of Armies, Hunsmen, &c. If he be meanly dignified, he 

makes Champions, Copper and Iron-smiths, Founders, Engineers, makers of all Iron 

Instruments, Husbandmen, Physitians, Chyrurgions, Stone-cutters, Carpenters, Architects; 

but if weak, he makes Cooks, Wood-cleavers, Carriers, Labourers, Pyrates, Theeves.  

 
¥¥¥¥ mixed with others. 

¥ mixed with § in signification, or afflicted by his Å or Ã loseth his Dominion wholly of 

Magistracy, especially if ¤ or £ be better placed, and ¥ himself e be Retrograde, or else 

in this case quite takes off all Military signification, because of § his fearfulnesse: From 

such a position you shall predict Ditchers or Day-laboures, Gardiners, Crosse-bow 

makers, Fletchers, Dressers of Leather; if he be placed in an abject place of Heaven, he 

makes Colliers, Sweepers of Chimneys, Fire-makers, Charcole-makers or burners. Millers, 

Night-farmers, &c. ¥ and ¦ well posited, makes compleat Courtiers, fortunate in the 

Commands of Warre; but if they be unhappy by aspect or position, he makes Herdsmen, 

Bailiffes, Caterers to Gentlemen, Door-keepers, Sutlers in Armies, Tobaccoshop keepers.  

¥ with the ¢, inclines to Magistracy rather then to a Profession;  
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yet if they unhappily aspect each other, he makes Goldsmiths (I mean working 

Goldsmiths) Coyners of Money, or such iS dig in Gold Mines, or are conversant in minting 

Moneys.  

¥ with the ¡ makes Butchers, if § together with ¥ and ¡ have any rile, he imports 

Hedgers, Day-laboures, Fishermen, Watermen, Brewers, Dyers.  

 
Of  MERCURY  and VENUS commixed. 

If they signifie the Art or Profession, they discerne one very ingenious, performed by a 

voluble or pleasant Tongue, the Native is loquacious, fickle, full of jollity; they usually make 

Musitians, especially when they are in a Veneriall Signe, Poets, Orators, Dancing-Masters, 

Tumblers or Dancers upon Ropes, Painters, makers of Complexion-water for soft Dames, 

Wax-Chandlers, Limers, Writers of Stage-playes, &c. Writing Masters, School-Masters.  

If both or either of them behold §, the Profession is not then so light, but of more 

gravity, they sell or make Womens Cloathes, or such Stuffes or Ornament as they delight 

in, &c.  

¦, ¤ and £ authors of the Profession, in the third, fifth, llth, makes excellent 

Pedegogues or Instructors of Youth; Preachers or Advocates; if in the ninth, Lawyers, or 

men administering publike affaires, in the twelfth. 

¦, ¤, £ and ¡ gives admirable Eloquence; excellent Poets if ¦ be with «, and then in 

any good aspect with £ or ¤.  

Physicall and Poeticall straines are from the aspect of ¥, ¤ and £. He is a good 

Chanter and Singing-man, where £ Retrograde is joyned with ¤ in the same Signe. 

 
Of Mercury with Mars. 

Mercury with Mars obtaining the designation of Art, being well disposed, they produce 

most shape conceptions. Men of piercing understandings, Physitians, Chirurgions, 

Armorers, makers of Statua's, Images, Champions; Alchimists, Gravers, many times 

publique Notaries, Surveyors, Printers of Bookes; if they are ill placed, they prove Dyce-

makers, Clippers of Money, a falsifier of Evidences, a Tale carryer or  
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Pick-thanke, a Whoremunger. § associated with ¥ and £ makes Theeves, Counterfettors 

of Money, Murderers, Composers of poysons. Cheating Gamsters. But ¦ in place of § 

makes good Councell ours, Atturnies, Advocates, Civill Lawyers: but if ¦ his aspect to ¥ 

and £ be ill, it imports Covetous men, vain-glorious fellowes, jangling Atturnies. 

¥, £ and ¡ in Â not well dignifies, makes Theeves and House-breakers, Cheaters, or 

cozening fellowes. If § be in the seventh, such Knaves come to the Gallowes.  

 
Mars and Venus sign significators of Art. 

When such a positure is, expect labour and pleasure in the Profession, boldnesse or 

confidence with flattery or dissimulation: from hence you may judge, Cookes, Poulterers, 

excellent Physitians; Barbers, Apothecaries, Chirurgions, Gardiners, Dyers, &c. ¥ and ¤ 

ill placed and ill fortified, shew a Bawd or Pander.  

¥ and ¤ with the society of §, makes Sextons of Churches, or shewes such as poore 

Priests as daily attend the Sicke, take care of Soules, which no fat Priest will doe, whether 

Prelaticall or Presbyterian; or they import Grave-makers, or Epitaph-makers upon Tombes, 

&c.  

¥ and ¤ with ¦, makes most zealous in Religion, a very good Teachers, not at all 

covetous; and monstrum horrendum, A Minister and not covetous. 

 
With what Successe. 

The success which may be expected from the Profession is required from the strength 

of the Significator, or the Lord of Magistery: if he be potent in Essentiall dignities, and not 

afflicted by the malevolent partill configuration of the Infortunes, and be also posited in the 

angles of the Figure, and Orientall it's argument, the Native proves a famous Workman, 

excellent and surmounting most of his Profession, that he shall gain great Estimation 

thereby, and be in publike Reputation therefore.  

But if the Significator be weak, Occidentall or Cadent, oppressed by the Infortunes, the 

Native proves but a Botcher, a man of no  
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very great parts, still beholding to others, contemptible, not thriving by his Art, every one 

disdaining his Workmanship: Where note, that when § doth afflict the Significator, the 

Native proves a Sluggard, a Lazy Fellow, fearfull to put him selfe forward.  

Nature of the Signes: If ¥ impedite, the man is rash, obstinate, conceited, infamous: If 

both the Infortunes at one time afflict the Significator, then the afflictions he runs into by his 

profession are numberlesse, or have no end.  

The nature of the Signes wherein the Significator or Significators are placed, doth 

much conduce unto this manner of Judgment, which I againe repeat in a more full 

measure then formerly: they are as followeth.  

Movable Signes, as ‘, ”, —, š, conduce to such Arts or professions as require a witty 

capacity, in regard they are directed by contemplation of the Wit, viz. Geomitry, Physick, 

Astrology, &c.  

Fixed Signes doe also require Learning or Education, except ˜.  

Humane Signes, viz. “, –, —, ›, as they signifie humane affections, so doe they 

import such proper Arts unto a man as are liberall, and have especiall use in the life of 

man, and are taught with Authority.  

Watry and Earthly Signes as ”, ˜, œ, ’, š, shewes professions conversant about the 

Water and Earth, as upon Meadows, Herbes, Medicine, Ships, Fish or Funerals. 

Fourfooted Signes, as ‘, •, ™, shew Mechanicall professions, Butchers, Grasiers, 

Builders, Curriers, Cutters of Stones, Diggers of Stones, Clothiers, Wool-winders. 

Albumater a learned Arabian Physitian, out of whose Writings most of our Astrologicall 

Aphorismes are collected, doth distribute the Signes thus, and saith: Fiery Signes signifie 

Trades or professions conversant in fire, whether it be in Smithery or working in 

Goldsmithery, or in Baking or Glasse-making, &c. Earthly Signes shew earthly 

occupations, or proceeding from the Earth, as pot-making. Ditching, Digging, Delving, 

makers of Mud-wals, or Dirt-dawbers. 
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Ayery Signes import Singers, Jesters, Fowlers, Millers, Shooters.  

Watry Signes declare Fishermen, Launderesses, Fullers of cloth, Watermen, Tankard-

bearers.  

 

Quality of the Profession. 

The quality and kind of Art, Magistery or Profession may be knowne from the nature 

and propriety of the three planets descerning profession, which I said before were ¥, ¤ 

and £, and from the Signe they possesse, and the configuration which they or any of them 

have with other planets; wherein alwayes the most powerfull aspect is preferred before the 

weak, and if two planets have dominion in designing Magistery, the most fortified planet is 

first preferred.  

It were needlesse here to repeat the severall professions every planet designs, seeing 

I have exactly performed it in the first part of this Work, from pag. 57 to 63. to which I 

referre ¥ the Reader:, wherein I have shewed the naturall significations of every planet by 

himselfe, which notwithstanding are intended or remitted as they stand in configuration 

with other planets: for if § with his malignant aspect be commixed with ¥ in designing of 

the profession, instead of Souldiers, he makes slavish Souldiers, poor, vulgar, common 

Souldiers, Scullions, Dredges, slaves, and such inferiour fellowes; instead of Chiurgions, 

he makes Night-Farmers, Slaughter-men, sweepers of Channels, Rag-men and women, 

Chimney-sweepers, Water-bearers. dirty slovenly Carmen, beastly Cooks, Hucksters, 

Heglars that buy and sell and forestall the Markets, Curriers, Coblers, a keeper of Bawdy-

houses or Stewes, Bum-bailies, shirking Serjeants, inferiour Officers, undertaking sordid 

matters.  

If ¦ aspect ¥, he designes more noble Professions, as Capfcaines, Officers of War, 

Men of kingly thoughts. Receivers or Farmers of Customes.  

If ¢ behold ¥, he addes to the quality of the profession, making it more neat civill, and to 

trade in better and more famous Commodities. 

 £ and ¦ makes famous Orators, learned Lawyers, Judges, exercising their faculties 

with men of great renowne, viz. with 
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the most eminent of that Country wherein they live, whether King, Prince or Nobleman, &c.  

£ with §, argues, busie fellowes, wrangling Solicitors, undertaking all things, 

performing nothing, Turners, Potters, Curriers, Botchers, &c.  

Sometimes it imports simple Animals that pretend knowledges in future Contingencies 

without Art or Learning, superstitious people, Hereticks, &c. 

§ in aspect with ¤, both of them ill affected, or but one of them,, makes Bawds, 

Harlots, Weavers, Victuallers.  

You must observe, Signes which are of humaine forme or shape, as “, –, ›, —, doe 

much conduce to the knowledge of liberall Arts, and of such as are most usefull for 

Mankind. 

Signes representing four-footed Beasts, as ‘, •, ™, inclines to Mechanicall Arts, 

Architecture, dealing in Mettals, Merchandizing, Manufactories, Smithery or Forges. 

Earthly and Watry Signes, as ’, š, ”, ˜, Pieces, denote, Professions conversant 

about Waters or Rivers, as Ship-Masters, Ship Carpenters, Fishmongers, Brewers, &c.  

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 
 

Judgements appertaining unto the eleventh 

HOUSE. 

Of Friends, &c. 

First, consider the Planet or Planets constituted in the llth house, or who behold it with 

any aspect; then have recourse to the Planets in the  first house, who must either be 

benevolent, malevolent, or of a nature betwixt both: lastly, have respect to the Lord of the 

llth, and to the Planets in aspect unto them. 

¦ and ¤ are good Planets, if they be well fortified and posited in those places; in 

generall, they declare the Friendship and familiarity of many, or aboundance of good and 

profitable Friends, and that their Love is sincere, and will be profitable to the Native: The 

same denotes «, especially if it be in “, œ, ”, ’, —, •: If the good Planets be ill affected, 

they shew but  
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indifferency or moderate Friendship, or little hope or expectation from them, or that the 

nature of Friends shall be partly sincere, partly deceitfull: the very selfe same thing doth « 

signifie, when placed in ™, ˜, š, ›, ‘, –. 

The malevolent, viz. § or ¥ posited in those houses, which denote affection, though 

they prove well dignified, and predict a multitude of Friends, yet for the most part they 

prove Dissemblers, or performe not their Trust cordially. 

If they are weak, they denote few friends, and they very unfaithfull: Á is equall in 

judgment with the two Infortunes, yet not wholly so bad as ¥ in matters of Friendship: the 

worst signification of adulterate Friends I ever found in my practice, was, when an 

Infortune was peregrine in a movable or common Signe. 

¢, ¡ and £ are Planets of indifferency, so °; if these or some of them be in the  first 

house or llth, & well dignifies, they shew a multitude of Friends: both mean in their 

condition, and so in Friendship, but yet more faithfull: If they stand ill affected, they 

pronounce scarcity of Friends, most of them false, perfidious and mutable; If many Planets 

of severall natures be in those houses, they shew a mixture of Friends but the truest 

Friends must be described from the most fortified Planet in either house. 

When no Planet is conversant in the  first or llth, the Lord of the llfch must be 

considered, whether he be a good Planet, strong or weak; whether ill by nature, or but of a 

mean signification; according to his nature must you judge of the nature of his Friends.  

 
 

Speciall Rules concerning Friends. 

Fortunes in the eleventh, fifth, seventh,  first, ninth, many Friends: Infortunes in the 

twelfth or in angles, many Enemies. Where ” ascends, the Native obtaines Friends very 

hardly: ¡ in › or œ, the Native is not well accepted of Princes. Lord of the llth separate 

from the Lord of the ascendant, few Friends, little agreement. 

Lord of the tenth by Retrograde motion separating from the Lord of the ascendant, the 

Prince will not endure the Native: if the Lord of the  
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ascendant by Retrograde motion separate from the Lord of the tenth, the Native will hate 

his Prince; § in the llth gives false and sluggish Friends; ¥ in the llth promises no faithfull 

Friends; ¢ in the llth gives powerfull Friends; ¤ in the llth procures Friends for Womens 

sakes-£ in the llth notes many Friends; ¡ in the llth makes the Native knowne to many, 

yet gives few friends.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CL. 

Quality of Friends. 

Which is knowne and resolved by the nature of the Planets who are in the  first or llth, 

if any be there, or from the Lords of the llth or  first, or Signe intercepted if any be.  

§ Governing the llth or  first, or placed in either of those houses, signifies Friends 

according to his owne nature, viz. Saturnine old men. Husbandmen, men dealing in 

Mettals, Stonecutters, Usurers, covetous men dealing in sordid Commodities, and 

handling dirty Professions.  

¦ Notes Ecclesiastical persons. Prelates, Lawyers, Nobles, rich Men, Rulers of 

Provinces, honest, sober Men. Judges, Gentlemen.  

¥ Captains, Souldiers, Chirurgions, proud, bold, unshamefaced men, red-haired Men, 

Tradesmen.  

¢ Kings, Princes, Counsellours of Princes, Men og great Authority, eminent Men in a 

Common-wealth, Magistrates, principall Officers.  

¤ Musitians, Poets, Aphothecaries, Gamesters, handsome, civill. neat, uxorious, 

wanton Men, Painters, Women, &c.  

£ Ingenious men, excellent Artificers, Learned men Counsellours, Mathematicians, 

Scriveners, Merchants, subtill Fellowes, Mercurian men. Secretaries, Clerks.  

¡ Widowes, Matrons, Noblewomen, Embassadours, Messengers, Saylors, 

Fishermen, the Common people, people unconstant and wavering.  

 
Constancy of Friends. 

A fixed Signs on the cusp of the eleventh, denotes fixed Friends; 
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 a movable, mutable; a common one, Friends of indifferent constancy.  

Or the contsancy of Friends may be knowne from the Signe of the llth house; from the 

Signes wherein the Significators are posited: if the Lord of the llth doe not behold the llth 

house, or ¤ her owne house, the Native will have but small comfort of his Friends. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 

 

CHAPTER CLI. 

Whether there may be Concord or Unity betwixt two. 

Let the persons be whom they will, the most assured way is by comparing both their 

Nativities together, and see if there be a consent or dissent in them: for an agreement in 

temperament and manners imports mutuall good will; a dissent argues strife and 

contention.  

Seeing that the ascendant, and Planet or Planets therein constituted doe governe the 

Temperment, Manners and Wit, therefore in this manner of Judgment you must behold, 

first, the Horoscope of either party; secondly, the Planets in the ascendant; thirdly, the 

Lords of either Horoscope; see the friendship of the two Horoscopes, if they have both one 

Signe, whether they receive one and the self same planet, whether he is a friend, or 

received by any Dignity, if connected by any good aspect.  

For first, one and the same planet in eithers Horoscope, makes the same manners, 

and the same affection; for likenesse is the Mother of affection: if he be not one and the 

same planet, but either Horoscope have a distinct planet, see then if they are friends or 

enemies, Hatred, no consent, a continuall alienation of affection one from another.  

 
 ¦  ¤  

Friends of  § are ¢ his Enemies  but ¤ more than ¥ 
 ¡  ¥  

 

For though ¤ doth agree with § in coldnesse and consent, which he hath in —, the House 

of ¤ and Exaltation of §, yet she dissents 
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in manners, sith § is the Parent of Sadnesse, and ¤ the Mother of mirth.  

¦ hath onely ¥ for his Enemy.  

¥ hath onely ¤ for his Friend; yet ¤ loves him not, because of the contrariety of 

nature, he being hot and dry, she cold and moyst; she diminisheth his evill influence by 

good words and her meeknesse: all the rest of the Planets hate ¥, especially ¢ and ¥. 

¢ hath onely ¦ and ¤ for Friends, all the other Planets his Enemies.  

¤ hath onely § her enemy, all the other her friends.  

£ hath §, ¦, ¤ for friend, all the rest enemies.  

¡ hath §, ¦, ¤ for friends, all the other enemies.  

« hath ¦ and ¤ friends; Á, § and ¥.  

Observe the condition of the Lord of the ascendant these four manner of wayes, for he 

begets unity in the minds of both parties.  

First, when he is the same Planet; secondly, when he is received of the other by 

House or Exaltation; thirdly, when he is in Â with the Lord of the ascendant of the other; 

fourthly, when he is in Æ or Ä of the other: In whole Nativities there is not a concurrance of 

one of these, the Friendship of those two will not continue long.  

When in the Nativities of two, the places of the Fortunes or Lights are commutated with 

Fortunes, so as one hath ¤, where the other hath the ¡, a sure friendship may from hence 

be expected.  

If ¢ or ¡, or £ and ¡, or the ¢ and £ doe dwell or are posited in each others places, 

the good will stands not so firme and sound.  

If §, ¦, ¤ and ¥ are in each others place, there will be dissention mixed with a kind of 

friendship: but if ¦ and § commute each others place, the two Natives joyne in love 

meerly for covetousnesse.  

¥ and ¤ in each others place, to doe wickednesse.  

If ¢ or ¥ is in Ã to £ or ¡ in eithers Geniture, they injure one another, he doth the 

most mischiefe where the Infortune hath dominion: It's necessary there be perpetuall 

enmity 
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where § and ¥ are opposite in each others Geniture.  

When the places of the Infortunes are opposite in severall mens Nativities, the Natives 

contend for mutuall Lucre an Advocates, Merchants, Lawyers and Physitians.  

If the Infortunes agree in severall Nativities, the Natives will be friends to one another 

in wickednesse or ill actions and yet not very faithfull to one another.  

¢ in the place of any Planet in anothers Nativity makes friendship for Honesty, Glory 

and Goodnesse, ¦ for Utility, ¤ for Pleasure, ¡ according to the conveniency of her 

Nature.  

The most firme and best friendship betwixt two is, if the ¢, ¡, ° or Lord of the 

ascendant of the one, be in the same Signe in anothers Nativity.  

 

Whether of the Friends is more sincere. 

He loves most whose Lord of the ascendant is a benevolent Planet, or hath a more 

benigne Planet in the ascendant, or whose Lord of the ascendant doth apply to the others 

by a sinister Æ or Ä.  

He hates most who hath the Lord of his ascendant the more malignant Planet, or such 

a Planet in his ascendant.  

  They never agree in whose Figure that Signe which is the Horoscope of the one is the 

Signe of the twelfth, sixt or eighth houses.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 

 

Of the twelft HOUSE. 

Of  Enemies. 

The judgment of Enemies is assumed from consideration had of the Planets who are 

either in the seventh or twelfth, and from the Planets who are in Ã to the Luminaries: either 

many Planets in the seventh or twelfth, or both the Lights in Ã to the Planets, doe shew 

many Enemies and Adversaries; no Planets in those houses, few or no Enemies: The Lord 

of the  first in the twelfth, or of the twelft in the  first, shewes many Adversaries; Or Lord  
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of the  first in the seventh, or seventh in the  first. « hath equall signification with ¤ or ¦, 

Á with ¥ or §; if the Lord of the twelfth behold not the Lord of the ascendant, it's an 

argument not of very many Enemies.  

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 
 

CHAPTER CLIII. 

What manner of Enemies? their Quality. 

Herein you must observe the nature of the Planets who are either in the seventh or 

twelfth; next, the Lords of the twelfth and seventh houses, and those Planets (if any be) 

who are in Ã to the Lights. 

Wherein you must consider those Planets who are in the seventh, or in Ã of the 

Luminaries, will discover their malice, and expresse it openly; he, or that, or those planets 

in the twelfth, shewes such as will doe all things closely and cunningly, and imports close 

Backbiters: if it so happens the Lord of the llth, who naturally imports Friendship, be 

posited in the seventh, it's an argument such a person or persons shall be friendly at one 

time, not so at another: Friendly when any of the Hylegicall places by Directions approach 

to a good aspect with him; ill or unkind, when directed to a Å or Ã: but on the contrary, it's 

usually observed, that if the Lord of the twelfth be in the ascendant, the persons signified 

by that planet doe rather prove friends then enemies: The reason hereof I conceive to be, 

because the Lord of the ascendant doth dispose of him, and restraines his malice.  

 

The Prevalency of Enemies against the Native is thus judged. 

First, from the nature if the planets who prenote enemies.  

Secondly, from the house or houses of Heaven wherein they are posited.  

Thirdly, from the fortitude of them, be reason of their Essenciall Dignities. 

Benigne Planets argue powerfull Enemies, malignant Significators obscure and of not 

quality.  
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This is ever considerable, that either good or ill Planets being in angles and well 

fortifies, shew powerfull enemies; in succedant houses, men of a meaner condition; in 

cadent, enemies of no quality. 

After the same manner, the Significators posited in Essentiall dignities, declare the 

Enemies to be men or power. If Peregrine, in their Detriments or Fals, obscure Enemies; in 

their Triplicities or Termes or Faces, they argue the Enemies to be men of low fortune, or 

but men of meane condition.  

 
 

������������������������������������ 
 
 

CHAPTER CLIIII. 

Whether the Native shall overcome, or be overcome by his Adversaries. 

The Lord of the seventh possessing the tenth house, or Lord of the tenth the seventh, 

the Native shall overcome his Enemies.  

The Lord of the twelfth in the tenth, or Lord of the tenth in the twelfth, argues the same. 

Lord of the twelfth Retrograde, in his Fall or Detriment, and in the sixt, the Native shall 

overcome his Enemies.  

 The Luminaries, especially that of the time (viz, in a diurnall Birth the ¢, in a nocturnall, 

the ¡) if they be constituted in the essentiall dignity of ¥, or if reciprocall Reception be by 

houses, and not in the eighth, it denotes manifest Victory; the same thing ¥ signifies when 

he is stronger then the rest of the Planets, and is in Â, or neer that Light.  

§ and ¥ in the twelfth, potent, argue, the Native shall see the death of his Enemies; 

but if they be therein debilitated, it shewes the contrary, and a debility of the members.  

The one Infortune in the twelfth, the other in the sixt, the Native will be in danger of 

being killed by his Enemies, or else will be afflicted with perpetuall Sicknesse or 

imprisonment. 

¦ or ¤ Lords of the twelfth, argue, the Native's Enemies shall not hurt him, but shall 

evade. 

Unto whom “, ™ or › ascend, such stir up Enemies against themselves.  
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• or ™ in twelfth, and a Planet infortunate therein, signifie the Native will receive a fall 

from an Horse, and so dye.  

 
Whose Friendship the Native must avoyd. 

The Native must avoyd his Friendship whose Lord of the ascendant is an Infortune, 

with Á or a fixed starre of ill influence, or whose Nativity agrees not with his owne; for he 

will offend thee, though he have no mind unto it.  

If the Luminary of ones Geniture afflict with Å or opposite places of anothers, it argues, 

those two will be perpetuall enemies; he of the two Enemies overcomes who hath the 

more in number, are the more evident Significators of Victory and Fortune.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CLV. 

Of Captivity or Imprisonment. 

The Significators of Imprisonment are first, the two Luminaries; secondly, § and ¥; 

thirdly, the twelfth and seventh houses, and Planets occupying those Houses. 

§ and the twelfth house signifies Prison, Labour, secret Enemies: ¥ Quarrell, 

Contention, open Enemies. 

 Either of the Lights afflicted by the Â, Å or Ã of § or ¥ in angles, and posited in any 

of the houses of the malevolents, viz. in ‘, š, ˜ or ›, and the Infortune oppressing the ¢ 

or ¡ in • or ”, it portends Imprisonment.  

 If one of the Lights be in the twelfth, in Â with either § or ¥, or both, and they 

debilitated, it notes Captivity.  

 ¥ being in the seventh or twelfth, in ‘, ’, ˜ or š, ›, •, ”, and then. afflicting by 

himselfe one of the Lights; or if he be in any of those Signes, and § afflict the ¢ or ¡ with 

partill or platick aspect, it denotes the same.  

§ and ¥ beholding themselves with Å or Ã, or in Â, so it be not in the Exaltation, 

House, or in Reception of the Benevolents or Luminaries, if either of them be onely Direct, 

and have a dignity in the cusp of the seventh or twelfth, it portends Captivity, Arrests, or 

restraint of Liberty; the same thing 
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is threatened, if they are in Ã in their mutuall Dignities, and the one of them at that time 

be in the  first or second house, the other in the seventh or eighth, and either of them be 

Lord of the twelfth.  

§, ¡ and ¥ in Â in the fourth shew Captivity: ¥ joyned to ¤ in the eighth, in Å or Ã to 

§, or in Æ of § in the sixt, perpetuall Imprisonment.  

The Lord of the twelfth in the Essentiall dignity of ¥, being posited in the seventh 

house, and there partilly afflicted of either of the maleficals, threatens Captivity: Lord of the 

ascendant and twelfth in Â in the fourth, sixt or twelfth, and the Lord of the ascendant 

unfortunate, or Lord of the ascendant Retrograde or Combust in an angle, and Å or Ã of 

the Lord of the twelfth, notes imprisonment.  

The Lord of the twelft house in his Detriment or Pall, afflicted of the infortunate Planets 

partilly or platickly, shewes Imprisonment: §, ¢, £ in Â, they two Combust, and the Lord 

of the seventh in the twelfth, in Å or Ã unto them, shew Imprisonment. 

¢ and ¡ in Â in the eighth house, in any signe except their owne, viz. ” or •, or ’, 

for the most part threatens Captivity, unlesse some very beneficiall prohibition of the 

Fortunes intervenes. If they be in Â in their owne house, and partilly afflicted by the 

maleficals, it threatens Imprisonment. 

¢ in the twelft, shewes imprisonment, sorrow and many enemies. ¡ Lady of the 

ascendant, peregrine in the twelft, the same. 

Lord of the Nativity under the ¢ beames in the tenth, not in • or ‘ the Native if he 

serve Kings they shall imprison him; an Infortune, beholding the ¢, he will be killed by 

them. 

The continuance in Prison is knowne from the strength and fortitude of the malevolent 

Planets opposing the twelfth house, for if they be well fortified, and their malevolency not 

suppressed by the Fortunes, they import long imprisonment; but a short time, if the 

Fortunes send their benevolent aspect thereunto.  
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CHAPTER CLVI.  

Of Death, whether Violent or Naturall. 

Arguments of a Violent Death.  

Wherein you must consider, first, the ¢ and ¡; secondly, § and ¥, and their Signes, 

which are called violent, viz. ‘, ˜, š, ›, —, wherein § hath more signification unto death. 

¥ to the kinds thereof: thirdly, the eighth house and the Lord thereof; fourthly, Lord of the 

Horoscope; fiftly, the fixed Starres of the nature of ¥ and §, the principall whereof are 

Caput Medusae in 21. ’, Oculus ’ in 4. “, Hercules 18, ”, Right Shoulder of Orion in 23. 

“, Cor ˜ in 4. ™, Chaelae in 9. ˜. 

First, Both the Luminaries in violent Signes, not both in one Signe, but in divers which 

behold not one another, portend a violent death. 

The Lights are said to be in contiguous Signes when ¡ is in ‘ and ¢ in ˜, or the ¡ in 

› and ¢ in š, and so in the others. 

Both the Luminaries with violent fixed Starres, and within the distance of five degrees, 

threatens violent Death: the ¡ with Cor ˜, ¢ with Oculus ’, without doubt declares a 

violent death; and then most certainly when the Lord of the ascendant and of the 8fch is in 

Â to either of the Lights.  

These Rules then hold good, and take effect. When the Lord of the ascendant or of the 

eighth house is in Â with one of the Lights; or when either the Sunne or Moon have 

dominion in the  first or eighth Houses.  

If either ¢ or ¡ be in violent Signes, and the other of the Lights with a violent fixed 

Starre, it prenotes a violent death: but in this case it is necessary, that together with this 

configuration, One of the Infortunes infest either ¢ or ¡ or the Lord of the 8fch.  

Secondly, both the Luminaries unfortunated by § and ¥ so that the one of the Lights, 

and one of the Infortunes be in a violent Signe, or with a violent fixed Star, portend death.  

If both the Luminaries be afflicted onely of one of the Infortunes, the other Infortune 

being impedited or posited in a violent Signe, and having Dignity in the eighth, it threatens 

violent death.  
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The Â of § and ¥ in angle, especially in the mid-heaven in a violent Signe, infesting 

one onely of the Lights.  

The Â, Ã, Å or mutuall aspects of the Infortunes in other Signes as well as in the 

violent, in angles notwithstanding, the one of them challenging power in the eighth, 

portends a violent death.  

A malevolent Planet in the eighth, and the Lord of the eighth afflicted of an infortunate 

Planet by nature, who is in a violent Signe, both the Lights or either of them afflicted or in a 

violent Signe, portends violent death.  

The Lord of the eighth in the ascendant, and in his Fall or Detriment or in a violent 

Signe, or with a violent fixed Star, and one of the Lights infested of either of the malignant 

Planets.  

 The Lord of the eighth in his Detriment or Fall, afflicted by one of the Infortunes, and 

together with this either of the Luminaries, or the other Infortune in a violent Signe, 

demonstrate violent death. 

The Lord of the first in a violent Signe, or infested of the malevolents, and the 

Dispositor of the Light of the time being also in a violent Signe or afflicted, intends violent 

death.  

The Lord of the  first in the eighth, being naturally an Infortune, and afflicted besides, 

&c. shewes violent death: But if he be not naturally a malevolent Planet, but is in a violent 

Signe, and impedited by the Å or Ã of the Maleficals, it portends the same.  

The Lord of the eighth and  first houses being the Dispositors of either Light, and either 

of them in their Detriment or Fall, and one of the Infortunes afflicting the other Light in a 

violent Signe, these shew a violent death.  

¡ in the seventh, in Signes where fixed Starres of violent nature are placed, viz. in ’, 

“, ”, ™, and in Å or Ã of ¢, or an ill Planet posited in the eighth, or having dominion 

therein, and both being in Signes violent, these are arguments of a violent death.  

This generall exception, not withstanding all the precedent rules, is to be admitted, 

though otherwayes you have full signification of a violent death, viz. If one of the Fortunes 

be in the ascendant, the other in the eighth, all feare of a sudden or violent death is taken 

away.  

The manner or kind if a violent death. 

The signification hereof is taken from the Significator who  
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doth most heavily afflict the Significators of Death, or hath principall authority and force in 

the places of the Significators of Death, viz. of the Luminaries, the Lord of the ascendant. 

Lord of the eighth, or of these houses, commixing with him the nature of the Signe, and 

sometimes of the house of Heaven in which he is posited.  

§ properly according to his owne nature, denotes death by Drowning, Shipwrack, 

ruine of old Buildings, Poyson.  

¥ by Fire, Iron, Thunder or Lightning, shot of Guns, stroke of Horses, both of them of 

some Fall from on high, or strangling. 

 
Nature of the Signes in this manner of Judgment. 

Fiery Signes, ‘, •, ™, by Fire, Thunder, Lightning, Gun-shot.  

Ayery, Pals from on high. Beheading, Strangling, Hanging.  

Watry, Drowning.  

Earthly, by Raine, Casualty or Fals.  

Humaine Signes, denote death by a Man, as by Armes or Violence.  

Poysonous Signes, by Poyson.  

 

Nature of the Houses. 

Tenth house, death by command of the Magistrate. 

Twelfth, by Horses or great Cattle, or privy Murders. 

Sixt, by Servants, Slaves or Neighbours.  

Where two, three or more testimonies concur, be more confident; as ¥ author of 

death, in a fiery Signe, the kinds of the death will be by Fire, Sword, &c..  

 
Of the quality of a violent Death. 

Many things are herein considerable, that so we may give our Judgment with more 

certainty: for we must first see, and judge whether the Native ought to dye by a violent 

death, yea or not.  

Secondly, we muct consider the Manners of the Native, whether he is like to be a 

Theefe or a Murderer, or will become an Hereticke; for where wickednesse in Nativities 

appeares, then by the Significators of a violent Death, publique punishments are signified.  

Thirdly, the condition of men is observable; for Princes seldome or never dye as the 

vulgar common man doth.  
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Ptolomey will have the quality of Death required; first, from the nature of the malevolent 

Planet: secondly, from the Sign: thirdly, from the House in which the Infortunes is in, who 

afflicts the Significator of Death and life, viz. the Luminaries and the Lords of the  first and 

eighth, the fixes Starres neer the Lights being considered.  

For more perfect judging of the Quality, and by what means a violent Death shall come, I 

have collected out of Schoner, Cardanus, Albubater, Haly, and others, from whom 

Origanus hath formerly done the like, such Aphorismes as they have found true by their 

experience.  

Rules concerning §§§§. 

§ in œ, ¡ in –, or § in a watery Signe and ¡ in Ã with him, shewes the Native will 

dye be water, viz. be drowned, or else dye by drinking too much Wine.  

§ in the seventh in Ã to ¢ or ¡, Death by imprisonment, sluttcishnesse, poyson, 

poverty, feare, torments, in a Dungeon, or by some violent fall, or in exile, &c.  

§ Configurated to the ¡ in the constellation we call the Tubernacle of Jasons Ship 

Argos, and which agrees with ”, • and –, shewes the Native to be by shipwracke or 

tempest drowned.  

£ Joyned to §, or in aspect with him by Å or Ã in an earthly Signe, argues the Native 

to perish by byting of some mad Dogge or Serpent, or to be strucke with some poysonous 

weapon. If ¤ have any aspect with § and £, they posited as before; it argues the Native 

ends his death by meanes of Women, or love potions.  

§ In Â with ¢ or in Å or Ã of him in fixed Signes, many times denotes stoning to 

death, or suffocation by fire or water; sometimes beheading, death by a Gunne or great 

instrument, or hanging, or strangling, &c. 

§ In the tenth in Ã to the Light of the time, being in an earthly Signe, Death by the fall 

of Houses; if a watery Signe be in the fourth, by water.  

¥ and § in the twelfth, death or danger by great Beasts. § and ¥ in the seventh in a 

common Signe, ¡ in Ã to them; death by a sudden Fall. § in ™ in the eighth, death by fall 

from an horse. § in the twelfth with Á shews hanging. You must ever note, that a 

Benevolent Planet mittigateth these judgments.  
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Judgments and Aphorismes concerning Mars. 

¥ in Å or Ã of ¡ in humane Signes, the Native will dye either in a Tumult, in Warre or 

by his owne hands: ¥ in aspect with either of the Lights, as before, and in Ã or Å of ¤, 

shewes, he will be slaine by Women; with £ so posited in humane Signes, or aspected, 

killed by Theeves or Pyrats, and so come to a violent death: ¥ with the head of Medusa or 

Andromeda, signifie the Native to lose his Head; if the aspect Lights, or one of them, be in 

the ninth, llth, fourth, it's apparent he will be hanged.  

¥ in ˜ or ™ so aspected of the Light as mentioned, shewes death by Burnings, or 

Sections and Dissections of Chose Parts by Physitians or Chyrurgions. 

¥ as beforesaid, in the tenth, or fourth, especially with Cepheus or Andremeda, 

denotes Hanging or Torment by the Wheel, &c.  

¥ in the seventh, in fiery Signes, argues, Burning alive. ¥ in the seventh in ferall 

Signes, argues death by Distraction, or by Ruine, or fall or Timber or Houses, or from fals 

by Beasts or Horses.  

In every of these significations, you must have one or both the Lights in configuration 

with him, or lese the judgment is invalid.  

 
Of the Lord of the ascendant. 

If the Lord of the ascendant or eighth, be in Ã to the ascendant, the Native will dye 

violently.  

If the Lord of the seventh or eighth be in the ninth, in an earthly Sign, and unfortunate 

therein, the Native will dye by some sudden mischance.  

When the ¢ is joyned to the Lord of the ascendant in •, and ¥ hath no dominion in 

the ascendant, or any good Planet posited in the eighth, the Native dyes by Fire.  

When the Lord of Death is joyned by Body to the Significator of Life or to the Lord of 

the ascendant, or the ¡ joyned to the ¢ in • or ™, ¥ aspecting them, or the ¡ or ¢ 

joyned with a fixed Starre of the nature of ¥, the Native will be in danger of death by Fire; 

if § in the stead of ¥ behold the Lights, the Native will be suffocated with Smoak.  

If the Lord of the ascendant be unfortunated by ¢ or ¥, and the one of the eighth, it 

argues death by Fire.  

Aphorismes of the Fixed Starres. 

The ¢ with Caput Algol, in no aspect of a Fortune, or one posited 
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in the eighth, the Dispositor of the Light of the time in Ã of ¥ or in Å, the Native will be 

Beheaded; if the Luminary culminate, his Body will be either wounded or torne to pieces 

whilst he is yet living; if ¥ be at this time in “ or œ, his Hands or Feet will be cut off.  

If in the seventh, ninth, tenth, llth or  first house. ¥ be with Arcturus, and the ¡ with 

Hercules, the Native will dye by Suffocation: an Infortune in the seventh, fourth, eleventh, 

twelfth houses, with Oculus ’, and the ¡ with the Scorpions Heart, the Native will perish 

by some sudden thrust with a Sword or Dart, or by a sudden Fall, &c.  

If § be with Cor ˜, and ¡ with Oculus ’, the Native will be Hanged, or killed with the 

stroke of a Sword: say the same when ¥ is so posited. 

In whose Nativities an Infortune is with the head of Medusa, and the ¡ with the bright 

Starre in ›, such shall dye by the command of their Prince a violent death, either by 

beheading or Hanging.  

If the Infortune be so posited, and the ¡ with Lucida Hydrae, the Native will perish by 

Water or Poyson. But it's ever considerable that the Infortune be angular; the neerer to the 

cusp of mid-heaven, cusp of the ascendant or seventh, the more certainty of a violent 

death.  

Some are of Opinion, If the Infortune be in the llth, ninth or eighth, the same judgment 

will hold.  

If ¢ and ¥ be above the earth with the cadent Vultur, and the ¡ with the lesser Dog-

starre, the Native will dye by the biting of a mad Dogge; an Infortune with the Navill of 

Pegasus, and the ¡ with the furious Dog-star, the Native will dye by some fiery, cutting 

Weapon, or by hurt from Beasts.  

An Infortune with the Navill of Pegasus, and the ¡ with the bright Starre of Lyra the 

Native will perish by some violent death.  

An Infortune with the Back of Pegasus, and the ¡ with the Girdle of Orion, the Native 

will be Drowned: But when the ¡ is in the place of the Inforfcune, and he in hers, the 

Native will be killed by the hands of Men.  

The ¡ with the Pleiades, and an Infortune with Cor Leonis, the Native will either lose 

one or both his Eyes.  

¥ with the Pleiades, and § with Cor Leonis, the Native shall be slaine in a Tumult.  

I might have recorded many other Aphorisnes, but because without  
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a serious mixture of judgment with the principall Significators, they doe not of themselves 

operate to such purposes as the Ancients have delivered; which judgment resteth in the 

Brest of every Artificer, how to make a right understanding of them; therefore I leave the 

care of wading further herein to the Student, assuring him, that those Aphorismes before 

recited are the most choycest I know my selfe, whereof I have found many of them verified 

in such Nativities as my selfe have judged.  

If none of the beforenamed rules be apparent in the Geniture, it's an evident signe the 

Native shall dye a naturall death, by some Sicknesse or Disease; the quality whereof is 

taken from the nature of the Planet or Signe in the eighth house: where observe, that if 

many Planets be there, the strongest is to be preferred; if no Planet be there, derive 

judgments from the Lord of the eighth, and Signe wherein he is: The Diseases belonging 

to every Planet, are mentioned in the judgments of the sixt house; and for the time of 

death, it's onely in the hands of God, nor would I wish any Astrologer to be positive therein: 

you may alwayes import a danger of death, when you find the Apheta come to the hostill 

Beams of the killing Planet, or the more evill Directions the Significators meet with, the 

greater the danger is like to be, especially in a Climactericall yeer. Be not too bold, but 

ever modest, referring all to the divine providence of God.  


